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In the summer of 2004, Jeremy Stoppelman was sick. He had 

frustrated, Stoppelman began thinking about ways 
consumers could share recommendations for local services. 
A few short months later, Yelp was born.1

of electronic word-of-mouth – or e-WOM, as it has been 
called2 – in the search for physicians. In the 17 years since 
its conception, Yelp has grown to become one of the 
most commonly used sources of reviews for physicians 
in Australia, alongside such websites as Google Reviews, 
RateMDs, Vitals, HealthGrades, RealSelf, and Whitecoat.3 
The success of these websites, which can collectively be 
referred to as physician-review websites (‘PRWs’) suggests 
that online expression of opinion is experiencing a shift. 
This revolution in user-generated content has been given a 
name: Web 2.0.4 Web 2.0 represents a break from static and 
traditional forms of internet use. In Web 2.0, users are given 
the opportunity to share their opinions in a way that is both 
highly visible and highly impactful. By participating in this 
dynamic and continuous information exchange,5 users go 
from being passive receivers of information to the source of 
information themselves.

of PRW defamation claims in Australia, particularly in the 

that claimants face in their pursuit of a suitable respondent. 
The exact nature of these hurdles will depend on whether 
an applicant chooses to pursue the original author of a 
review or the PRW that hosted it: if the former; the applicant 
may need to navigate a range of preliminary discovery 
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technicalities; if the latter, the applicant will need to accept 
the costs and risks of litigating against a foreign entity. 
Recognising the expense and delay created by such hurdles, 
legislatures have sought to encourage the early resolution 
of disputes and prevent trivial claims from reaching the 
courts. In Australia, this has meant that applicants will now 
need to overcome an additional set of statutory hurdles 
before bringing a claim.

The Model Defamation Amendment Provisions 2020 
introduce two new threshold mechanisms by which early 
dispute resolution may be achieved.6

applicant provide the respondent with a concerns notice 

amends.7 This requirement, however, is presently being re-
evaluated as part of the second stage of reforms, and falls 
beyond the scope of this article.8 The other requirement 
introduced by the Model Defamation Amendment Provisions 
is that the applicant demonstrate that the publication 
of defamatory matter has caused, or is likely to cause, 
serious harm to their reputation.9 Guided by existing UK 
jurisprudence, this article will present a forward-looking 
assessment of how this new requirement may operate in the 
Australian legal landscape with respect to PRW defamation 
claims. It concludes that the threshold is not unduly 
restrictive for aggrieved physicians, and that this position 
is consistent with the aims of defamation law.

I The Development and Interpretation of Serious 
Harm
The need to consider the relationship between the level 
of harm caused and the success of a claim is not a novel 
concept in defamation law. Alongside the recently-
repealed statutory defence of triviality, Australian case 
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seriousness and principle of proportionality.10 Moreover, 

concerning the interpretation of its own serious harm 
requirement.11 A brief distillation of the themes that have 
emerged from these decisions allows us to anticipate what 
Australian courts are likely to consider when assessing 
serious harm.12

Two of the most important common law developments 
in the area of trivial defamation claims are the cases of 
Jameel v Dow Jones & Co Inc (‘Jameel’)13 and Thornton v 
Telegraph.14 While space constraints prevent a detailed 
consideration of these cases,15 it is from their ‘twin-track 
approach’ that Defamation Act 2013 (UK) s 1(1) evolved.16 
Both cases represent independent mechanisms by which 
trivial claims can be eliminated from the courts: following 
Jameel, pointless claims that would be a disproportionate 
drain on judicial resources may be dismissed as an abuse 
of process;17 following Thornton, claims that fail to meet a 
minimum threshold of seriousness will not be considered 
defamatory.18 While the serious harm requirement ‘builds 
on’ Thornton and Jameel, it should be emphasised that s 1(1) 

19

Defamation Act 2013 (UK) relates to its interaction 
with common law. At common law, defamation has 
long been actionable per se.20 This raises questions 
about whether statute now abrogates, by necessary 
implication, the presumption of damage.21 Following a 
period of inconsistency in the law, the UK Supreme Court 
resolved this issue in Lachaux v Independent Print Limited 
(Lachaux).22 Unanimously rejecting the Court of Appeal’s 

on the words’ inherent tendency,23 the Court returned to 

that claimants must demonstrate, on the balance of 
probabilities, the actual or likely impact of publication.24 
This is to be determined by reference to a combination of 
the inherent tendency of the words and actual evidence 
about their impact.25

Consequently, Lachaux
as intending a factual investigation of the circumstances 
surrounding publication.26

as it was in Thornton, to the objective seriousness of the 
words: a wide range of contextual matters, ranging from the 
credibility of the publisher27 to the breadth of publication,28 
may now be considered as part of the court’s assessment of 
serious harm.29 In the likely event that Australian courts will 
take guidance from UK jurisprudence on this point,30 we can 
expect to see courts engaging in thorough circumstantial 
investigation as part of their assessment.

II Proving serious harm in PRW defamation cases
Given the forensic demands created by the new threshold, 

serious harm to reputation.31 However, PRW defamation 
cases have unique features that may increase a court’s 

case of competent and honest physicians.

A Nature and meaning of reviews
Web 2.0 has transformed not only the way that people 
communicate, but the language they use to do so. As was 
put by one judge, online communication no longer has 
‘the formality and the careful consideration that was once 

9(1). However, considering the trend that doctors sue individually rather than on behalf of their clinical practice, this section will not be addressed.
10 See generally Kim Gould, ‘Locating a Threshold of Seriousness in the Australian Tests of Defamation’ (2017) 39(3) Sydney Law Review 333; David Rolph, ‘Triviality, 
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24 Lachaux (n 22) [20] (Lord Sumption for the Court); Lachaux v Independent Print Ltd [2016] QB 402, [45]–[47] (Warby J).
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be inferred: Cooke & Anor v MGN Ltd & Anor [2014] EWHC 2831 (QB) [43] (Bean J).
26 See also Cooke & Anor v MGN Ltd (n 279); Theedom v Nourish Training [2015] EWHC 3769 (QB) [28] (Moloney J).
27 See, eg, Monroe v Hopkins [2017] EWHC 433 (QB), [71] (Warby J).
28 See, eg, Ames v Spamhaus Project Ltd [2015] 1 WLR 3409, 3428–3429 [70] (Warby J); Lachaux v Independent Print Ltd [2016] QB 402, [139] (Warby J).
29 For an empirical analysis of the themes discussed in UK serious harm cases, see Charlie Sewell, ‘More Serious Harm than Good? An Empirical Observation and 

Analysis of the Effects of the Serious Harm Requirement in Section 1(1) of the Defamation Act 2013’ (2020) 12(1) Journal of Media Law 47.
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the spoken word’.32 Instead, it has gained notoriety for 
being ‘uninhibited, casual and ill-thought out’.33 These 
characteristics increase the potential for trivial defamatory 
content that falls short of the serious harm threshold.

This risk presents itself clearly in the case of PRWs. 
Empirical research has shown that online physician 
reviews have an alarming tendency to focus on clinical 
practice issues such as wait time, interactions with 

and even parking availability.34 But even where such 

score, they are likely to be subsumed under the general 
umbrella of ‘matter not to be taken seriously’.35 Physician 
applicants appear to understand this. Indeed the PRW 
defamation cases that have come before the courts in 
recent years have not been concerned with the trivial 
remarks of a few disgruntled patients, but reviews of a 
more malicious variety. The adverse imputations raised 
by these reviews range from the critical to the downright 
ludicrous: otherwise capable and reputable doctors have 
been attacked for their incompetent,36 unprofessional37 
and negligent38 service; labelled ‘butchers’39 who perform 
‘botched’ or ‘bad’ surgery;40 accused of engaging in 

‘unethical’,41 ‘inhumane’42 or ‘illegal’43 behaviour; cast 
as ‘fraudsters’,44 ‘stealers’,45 ‘cheaters’,46 ‘bullies’47 and 
‘compulsive liars’,48 and, most extreme of all, accused 
of mutilation49 or named ‘the devil himself’.50 One can 
appreciate how even one of these imputations could cause 
serious harm to a doctor’s reputation, let alone reviews 
which carry multiple imputations.51

For this reason, even PRW reviews using amaterurish or 
hyperbolic language have been found to be highly serious. 
In Dean v Puleio, Clayton J observed that the ‘rambling 
and at times incoherent’ content of the reviews that 
had been left about a periodontist made it unlikely that 
many people would take them seriously.52 However, her 
Honour went on to acknowledge that to some readers – 
particularly those who have had unpleasant experiences 
with medical professionals – the ‘unreasonableness’ of 

are given credence.53 Such readers would, upon reading 
such allegations contained within, prefer to ‘steer 
clear’ of any doctor with such a review.54 The decision 
demonstrates that while the linguistic style of a review is a 
relevant consideration, it will not always defeat a review’s 
believability.
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35 See Kim Gould, ‘The Statutory Triviality Defence and the Challenge of Discouraging Trivial Defamation Claims on Facebook’ 2014 19(2) Media and Arts Law Review 
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36 Nettle v Cruse [2021] FCA 935, [34] (Wigney J); Tavakoli v Imisides (No 4) [2019] NSWSC 717, [3] (Rothman J); Kabbabe v Google LLC [2020] FCA 126, [15] (Murphy 
J); Yuanjun Holdings Pty Ltd and Ors v Min Luo (Civil) [2018] VMC 7, [53] (Magistrate Ginnane) (‘Yuanjun Holdings v Min Luo’); Callan v Chawk [2021] FCA 1182, [21] 
(Halley J); KT v Google LLC [2019] NSWSC 1015 (Fagan J).

37 Dean v Puleio [2021] VCCA 848, [10] (Clayton J), Yuanjun Holdings v Min Luo (n 36) [12]–[13] (Magistrate Ginnane).

38 Yuanjun Holdings v Min Luo (n 36) [12]–[13] (Magistrate Ginnane).
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41 Dean v Puleio (n 37) [18] (Clayton J), Nettle v Cruse (n 36) [20], [26], [38] (Wigney J).

42 Nettle v Cruse (n 36) [32] (Wigney J).

43 Ibid [26], [40] (Wigney J); see n 39.

44 Nettle v Cruse (n 36) [38], [40]; see n 39.

45 See n 39.

46 Nettle v Cruse (n 36) [38] (Wigney J).

47 Dean v Puleio (n 37) [10] (Clayton J). See Al Muderis v Duncan (n 293) [6] (Rothman J).

48 Nettle v Cruse (n 36) [26], [32] (Wigney J).

49 Al Muderis v Duncan (n 39) [11] (Rothman J).

50 Nettle v Cruse (n 36) [32] (Wigney J).

51 Indeed the trend that emerges from the case law is that when reviewers write with malicious intent, they tend to adopt a ‘no holds barred’ approach, with some 
reviews carrying over nine imputations from the same matter: see Dean v Puleio (n 37) [18] (Clayton J); Nettle v Cruse (n 36) [34] (Wigney J).

52 Dean v Puleio (n 37) [26] (Clayton J).

53 Ibid.

54 Ibid.
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B  Actual impact of reviews
As established earlier, that the words of a review carry an 

of itself, to meet the serious harm threshold.55 The applicant 
will also need to establish on the balance of probabilities 
that those words have caused, or will cause, reputational 
harm.56 Corinna Coors has argued that this new threshold 
will in principle ‘allow negative reviews to be swamped 

least minimise any unfavourable impression created by the 
original review’.57 For reasons that shall become apparent, 

Research suggests that negative reviews, however few, have 
a greater impact than many positive reviews.58 The impact 
of this so-called negativity bias in the context of PRWs is 
apparent, with studies showing that of patients who have 
used reviews to choose a physician, between 37%59 and 
52%60 report that negative reviews have led them to seek 
care elsewhere. This is corroborated by the facts of recent 
cases. In the case of Nettle v Cruse, for example, evidence 
indicated that prior to the impugned publications the 
online reviews of Dr Nettle were overwhelmingly positive: 
he had a 5-star Google review rating.61 Notwithstanding 
the ‘exceptional’ online reputation the Bondi surgeon 
had built,62

reading the reviews, she ‘started to have doubts and think 
twice about continuing to see Dr Nettle’, and that ‘she 
felt she could no longer trust [him]’.63 As the Court itself 
recognised, it is reasonable to infer that other patients – 
existing or prospective – would have had a similar reaction 
to such reviews.64

publication of the defamatory reviews.65

Applicants in comparable cases have raised similar 
examples of actual harm. In Dean v Puleio, evidence was 
given of the distinct downturn in average weekly page 
views of the applicant’s website and in new-patient 
referrals.66 Data review in Tavakoli v Imsidies revealed 
that the rate of visitors to the applicant’s website had 
dropped by nearly a quarter in less than one week after 
the review had been posted. In Yuanjun Holdings v Min 
Luo, the applicant observed that ‘all of a sudden the phone 
stopped ringing’.67

evidence. Recent systematic review indicates that more 
than half of physicians listed on PRWs have no ratings or 
reviews at all, and that even where physicians were rated, 
most had only one to three reviews.68

therefore not only limits the credibility of PRWs, but can 
have a disproportionate impact: given the low prevalence 
of ratings, a single unfavorable rating can decrease a 
physician’s average score and ‘make an otherwise high-
performing physician appear mediocre’.69 Considering 
that so many physicians now rely on the internet to attract 
patients,70

immediate.

In order to understand why a single disparaging review 

special quality of a physician’s reputation. In Crampton v 
Nugawela, it was observed that ‘in some cases, a person’s 
reputation is, in a relevant sense, his whole life’.71 The 
reputation of doctors can be said to be of this character: as 
was put plainly by the Court in both Tavakoli and Imisides72 
and Nettle v Cruse,73 their ‘whole life depends upon [their] 
honesty and [their] competence’. Reviews that cast 
aspersions over a doctor’s integrity or judgment therefore 
go to the very heart of their life’s work.74

55 Lachaux (n 22) [14], [16] (Lord Sumption for the Court).

56 Gould, ‘Locating a Threshold of Seriousness in the Australian Tests of Defamation’ (n 10) 344, citing Lachaux [2016] QB 402, 419–20, 424.
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(2019) 21(6) Journal of Medical Internet Research e11188: 1–12, 9; Nima Kordzadeh, ‘Investigating Bias in the Online Physician Reviews Published on Healthcare 
Organizations’ Websites’ [2019] (118) Decision Support Systems 70, 79. For the effect of negativity bias in the context of review sites generally, see Dezhi Yin, 
Sabyasachi Mitra and Han Zhang, ‘When Do Consumers Value Positive vs. Negative Reviews? An Empirical Investigation of Confirmation Bias in Online Word of 
Mouth’ (2016) 27(1) Information Systems Research 131.
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60 Martin Emmert et al, ‘Physician Choice-Making and Characteristics Associated with Using Physician-Rating websites: Cross-Sectional Study’ (2013) 15(8) Journal of 
Medical Internet Research e187.

61 Nettle v Cruse (n 36) [49] (Wigney J).

62 Ibid.

63 Ibid [50].

64 Ibid. See also Dean v Puleio (n 37), in which another physician gave evidence that reviews ‘would most certainly have had an impact on the referral base of dentists 
and any potential clients’: at [22] (Clayton J).

65 Nettle v Cruse (n 36) [53] (Wigney J).
66 Dean v Puleio (n 37) [27] (Clayton J).
67 Yuanjun Holdings v Min Luo (n 36) [26], [86]–[87] (Magistrate Ginnane).
68 Pavankumar Mulgund et al, ‘Data Quality Issues With Physician-Rating Websites: Systematic Review’ (2020) 22(9) Journal of Medical Internet Research e15916: 

1–12, 6, citing Haijing Hao et al, ‘A Tale of Two Countries: International Comparison of Online Doctor Reviews between China and the United States’ [2017] (1) 
International Journal of Medical Informatics 37.

69 Chandy Ellimoottil, ‘Online Physician Reviews: The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly’ (2013) 98(9) Bulletin of the American College of Surgeons 34, 36; Samir K Trehan 
and Aaron Daluiski, ‘Online Patient Ratings: Why They Matter and What They Mean’ 2016 41(2) Journal of Hand Surgery 316.

70 See judicial comments made in Kabbabe (n 36) [1] (Murphy J) and Dean v Puleio (n 37) [22] (Clayton J).
71 [1996] NSWSC 651 (Mahoney ACJ).
72 Tavakoli v Imisides (No 4) (n 36) (62);
73 Nettle v Cruse (n 36) [54] (Wigney J).
74 Ibid [54]; Tavakoli v Imisides (No 4) (n 36) [77] (Rothman J). See also Sean D Lee, ‘“I Hate My Doctor”: Reputation, Defamation, and Physician-Review Websites’ (2013) 

23(2) Health Matrix 573.
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Australian PRW defamation cases that have progressed to 
full trial show sensitivity to this idea. In such cases, Courts 
have acknowledged that prior to the disparaging reviews, 
the physicians in question had been held in high regard.75 
Nowhere in these cases has it been suggested that having 
an illustrious reputation somehow negates the damage 
caused by negative reviews. To the contrary: courts have 
been very sympathetic to the plight of doctors who have 
worked for many years to establish a good standing in 
their professional circles and among patients.76 Courts 

review results in demonstrable harm even where a 
physician typically enjoys a robust reputation.77

However Australian courts go on to interpret the new 
serious harm requirement, the requirement that serious 
harm be dealt with as a threshold issue is a serious 
development in the law.78 Certainly, it increases delays at 
the beginning of the trial and exposes the applicant to costs 
that may well be ‘wholly disproportionate to the value of 
obtaining an answer’.79 But ultimately, this ‘frontloading’80 is 
not likely to be an unduly cumbersome hurdle for claimants 
in PRW defamation claims. The law remains fundamentally 

Competent physicians deserve protection from untrue 
slurs. With an increasing number of cases involving online 
reviews and physicians coming before the Federal Court, 
we are already seeing the legal consequences of the new 
and complex dynamic that PRWs represent. Less visible but 
even more insidious are the psychological consequences 
of unfair PRW usage: physicians are practicing more 
defensively81 and reporting reporting higher job stress,82 
behaviours which could jeopardise patient safety, increase 
physician turnover, and create other challenges to the 
delivery of high-quality care.83

Given these unfair impacts, it can hardly be surprising 

moving away from paternalistic models of care, so too are 
physicians moving away from the historical reluctance 
to take legal action against their patients.84 While this 
may appear to some to disturb foundational principles 

85 the reality is that 
physicians cannot opt out of the internet. If patients – or 
competitors posing as patients – cannot be trusted to 
leave fair and honest reviews, defamation law will provide 
an absolutely essential mechanism by which physicians 
can safeguard their professional reputations. Without its 
protections, physicians may be left without a remedy in 
circumstances where a remedy is vital.

75 See, eg, Tavakoli v Imisides (No 4) (n 36) [75] (Rothman J); Nettle v Cruse (n 36) [48] (Wigney J); Dean v Puleio (n 37) [23]–[26] (Clayton J).
76 Dean v Puleio (n 37) [21–25] (Clayton J); Nettle v Cruse (n 36) [47–48] (Wigney J); Tavakoli v Imisides (No 4) (n 36) [75] (Rothman J). See also Al Muderis v Duncan (n 

39) [44]–[64] (Rothman J).
77 Cf Coors (n 57).
78 Rolph, ‘Triviality, Proportionality and the Minimum Threshold of Seriousness in Defamation Law’ (n 10) 301.
79 Evidence to Joint Committee on the Draft Defamation Bill, House of Lords Paper No 203, House of Commons Paper No 930–III (2011) vol III, 175 [6], 176 [10]–[11] (Mark 

Warby QC), quoted in James O’Hara, ‘Defamation: Serious Harm and Contextual Truth’ (2021) 95(5) Australian Law Journal 348, 366.
80 Galbally (n 12) 223, citing Ministry of Justice, ‘Draft Defamation Bill: Summary of Responses to Consultation’ (Consultation Paper CP3/11, 24 November 2011).
81 Incorrectly incentivised by the promise of positive reviews or even better remuneration, PRWs may encourage what has described as ‘defensive medicine’: the 

practice of ordering needless tests or treatments in order to maximise patient satisfaction: James E Sabin, ‘Physician-Rating Websites’ (2013) 15(11) Virtual Mentor 
932, 935, cited in Trehan, Samir K and Aaron Daluiski, ‘Online Patient Ratings: Why They Matter and What They Mean’ 2016 41(2) Journal of Hand Surgery 316, 318.

82 Alison M Holliday et al, ‘Physician and Patient Views on Public Physician Rating Websites: A Cross-Sectional Study’ (2017) 32(6) Journal of General Internal Medicine 
626, 630/

83 Ibid citing Colin P West, ‘Physician Well-Being: Expanding the Triple Aim’ (2016) 31(5) Journal of General Internal Medicine 458.
84 Ian Freckleton and Tina Popa, ‘Doctors, Defamation and Damages’ (2019) 27(1) Journal of Law and Medicine 20.
85 Ian Freckelton, ‘Vindication of Professional Reputation Arising from Defamatory Online Publications’ (2020) 11(1) Beijing Law Review 382, 385.


